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SoundScape technology lets you immerse 
yourself in the best available 360º listening 
experience, mimicking the organic sound 
processing of the human ear to produce 
sounds that are rich, clear and natural as they 
can be. Additionally, when you need it to, it 
automatically lets you focus on speech even 
in noisy surroundings.

The Feedback Manager Plus feature ensures 
feedback free hearing when you get close to 
someone or hold a phone close to your ear. 
Feedback Manager Plus targets and removes 
feedback, rapidly and precisely, without 
influencing the settings of the hearing device. 

The Personal Noise Reduction feature 
automatically reduces noise depending on 
where you are. By a smaller degree when 
you’re in the comfort of your own home, and 
by a much larger degree if you are in a noisy 
area, such as in a restaurant with family and 
friends.

The P Series state-of-the-art automatic 
directionality feature adjust to the sounds 
around you so you’ll be able to focus on 
speech at all times. 
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Series 680

Comprehensive hearing solutions at the right 
price

Series 680 hearing systems offer a first class hearing 

experience with great sound quality, high performance 

in noisy environments and excellent durability. The range 

features SoundScape technology for reproducing sounds 

that are rich, clear and natural as they can be, while 2.4 

GHz wireless technology allows adjustments to be made 

remotely.

The range includes 5 custom-made devices, as well as 

three behind-the-ear devices, with the P680MW featuring 

open fitting and the P680RW featuring receiver-in-the-ear 

technology.
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